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On/Off
Congratulations on your purchase of Melodysusie Smart Facial 
Cleansing Massager (hereinafter referred to as MS Facial Cleansing 
Massager) and you have successfully taken the first step of skincare. 
There are many benefits come of our facial cleansing massager with 
the top skincare technology, so please take a few minutes to read this 
manual carefully before using it.

Please read the manual carefully and use this product only according to 
the specified purpose in this manual.

Warning: Do not refit the product.

The Profile of MS Facial Cleansing Massager

MS Facial Cleansing Massager innovates the way of facial cleaning by 
combining the innovative transdermal sonic pulse with the design of 
silica gel brush head, which can gently and deeply clean the skin. Sonic 
pulse can remove the blemishes through silicone touchpoints, which is 
better than manual cleaning; zinc alloy on the back combined with 
t-heat heating technology can better help your skincare products into 
the skin, make the skin bright, clear and moist, bring you a better skin 
condition which leaves the skin looking firm and smooth. Meanwhile, 
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How to Use MS Facial Cleansing Massager
MS facial cleansing massager is suitable for all skin types. Its unique 
cat-claw design-cat-claw area brush head contains many smaller 
touchpoints that are suitable for sensitive or neutral skin, the wider 

the unique structure design of MS Facial Cleansing Massager can lift 
the facial muscles, firm the skin, prevent facial muscles from sagging 
and keep the skin young and beautiful.
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palm area contains conventional touchpoints that are suitable for oily 
skin. The four thicker areas of touchpoints on the top are suitable for 
fine cleansing which can cleanse every dead corner of the face. We 
recommend using a facial cleansing massager for one minute each 
morning and evening.

The Vibration Intensity of MS Facial Cleansing 
Massager Can Be Adjusted:

1. Long press          the vibration button for 1.5 seconds to turn on/off 
the vibration function.（White light on/off）

2. After the vibrate mode is turned on, short press the vibrate button to 
adjust your preferred cleansing intensity. It has 5 levels of massage 
intensities, and you can adjust the appropriate intensity according to 
your skin cleansing needs and the intensity will be automatically set to 
the default value; the next time you open it, it will automatically adjust 
this intensity to better meet your habits and needs of facial cleansing. 

3. Long press         the Heat button for 1.5 seconds to turn on/off the 
T-HEAT constant temperature heating function.（Red light on/off）

4. When the vibration button and the heating button are pressed at the 
same time, both modes will be activated. When both modes are turned 
on, long press any button for 3 seconds to turn off vibration and 
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heating at the same time.（In order to clean and protect your skin 
effectively, we do not recommend turning on both modes at the same 
time.）

The Cleaning Procedures of MS Facial Cleansing 
Massager Are Described Below：

Cleansing mode
Channeled through soft silicone touchpoints, T Sonic pulsations 
remove 99.5% of dirt and oil, and lifts away makeup residue and dead 
skin cells that lead to clogged pores. The cleaning time of each area is 
about 20 seconds（Pause to remind you to change the area）.

1. Apply Cleanser
First of all, remove all makeup, dampen MS facial cleansing massager 
and your face, apply your regular cleanser and long press the vibration 
button for 1.5 seconds to start the vibration cleaning mode.

2. Cleansing the facial area：
• Clean your chin and cheeks in a circular motion and clean the other 
side in the same way.
• Gently stroke from the middle of the forehead to two sides until the 
entire forehead is cleansed.
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• When cleansing the nose, use the fine cleansing area of the MS facial 
cleansing massager to gently swipe up and down one side of the nose, 
and then clean the other side of the nose in the same way. When 
cleansing the area below the eyes, it is recommended to reduce the 
intensity of the pulsation and gently stroke outwards to avoid damage 
to the skin around the eyes.

3. Rinse
After the cleansing process is completed, rinse and dry the face. Then 
you can use skincare products as needed.

4. Apply skincare products
Turn on the heating mode, drop the skincare essence on the back alloy, 
then put the alloy close to the face and gently massage. With the 
technical support of T-Heat, skincare products can be better absorbed 
by the face.

5. Lifting the face
Turn over to the zinc alloy lift massager on the back, hold the massager 
in reverse and lift it up from the chin, using the same method on the 
other side of the cheek. With the design of the zinc alloy lifting 
massager on the back, MS facial cleansing massager can lift the face 
muscles and remove edema, thus keeping the skin young and firm.

If you have any discomfort while using MS facial cleansing 
massager, please stop using it immediately and consult your 
physician.
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Clean MS facial cleansing massager

Charge

Please clean thoroughly after each use. Clean the surface of the brush 
head with clean water and soap, and then rinse with warm water. 
Please dry with a lint-free cloth or towel. We recommend that the best 
way for washing is warm water rinses.

Your massager can be charged by a charger configured. It takes 3 
hours to fully charge and can be used 300 times after charging. Plug in 
the charging cable, while the white light of the facial cleanser flashes, 
which indicates that the battery is charging. After the charging is 
completed, the LED light shines steadily. When the battery is low, the 
red light flashes.

Note: Do not use cleaning products containing alcohol, gasoline or 
acetone, which may irritate the skin.

Warning: Before charging, make sure the charging port and charger 
are dry, free of water and cleanser residue. Do not charge in places 
where the charger may be immersed in water. Please do not use the 
product while charging, charging time should not exceed 12 hours.
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Do not use a clay-based facial cleanser, silicone-soluble or granular 
facial cleanser or exfoliating cream or facial scrub with MS facial 
cleansing massager at the same time, which may damage the soft 
silicone touchpoints.
• If you have skin problems or have any medical concerns, please 
consult your dermatologist before use.
• Using MS facial cleansing massager should be comfortable, if you 
have any discomfort, please stop using it immediately.
• Be especially careful when cleaning the area under the eyes, and do 
not allow the product to directly contact the eyelids or eyes.
• For hygiene reasons, we do not recommend that you share the MS 
facial cleansing massager with others.
• Please avoid direct sunlight, do not leave in deep water for a long 
time.
• Use it for children or close to children please supervise closely.
• Do not use when the product is damaged.
• To avoid electric shock, this product should be connected to a power 
supply with a safety protective ground wire.
• If you will not use it for a long time, please fully charge it and charge it 
every three months.
• In view of the cleansing and soothing effects of MS facial cleansing 
massager, when using the product for the first time, we recommend 

Important information

Ensure safety
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Why the LED light of MS facial cleansing massager does not flash 
after connecting the charger?

• The battery is fully charged.
• The battery is completely dead and it takes a few minutes to 
recognize the charger.
• The charger does not work, please check the socket and charging 
port.

Why MS facial cleansing massager does not turn on after pressing the 
vibration button or the heating button?

Why MS facial cleansing massager can’t be turned off or the function 
buttons do not respond?

• The battery has no power, please charge MS facial cleansing 
massager.

starting with the weak intensity and finding the right intensity. Do not 
use the vibration mode of MS facial cleansing massager for more than 
3 minutes each time.
• The use of this product is limited to the purpose specified in the user's 
manual, do not use for other purposes. 

Frequently Asked Questions
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• The microprocessor has a temporary functional fault please connect 
the charging cable to restore the normal function.

The silicone brush surface of MS facial cleansing massager degener-
ates into a sticky or foamy texture.

• Stop using it immediately! Although silicone is highly durable, it will 
still degrade under certain conditions. Please check the cleaning and 
safety section of this manual to learn how to avoid such situations.

If you do not find a suitable answer in this section, or if you still have 
other questions about product operation, please contact the official 
WeChat Melodysusie customer service section for more information.

During the product warranty period, any quality problems caused by 
product manufacturing or material defects are covered by the warranty. 
If you have any such quality problems and notify Melodysusie within 
the warranty period, we will replace the product for you free of charge.
The scope of the warranty covers the quality of parts and components 
that affect the function of the product, but does not include the wear 
and tear of appearance caused by long-term use or the wear and tear or 

Six-Month-Warranty

Warranty Terms and Conditions
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Disposal methods for waste electronic equipment (Be applicable in EU 
or other European countries with waste separation systems). This 
product cannot be disposed of as household waste, but should be sent 
to a suitable collection station for electrical and electronic equipment. 
Proper disposal of this product can prevent waste products from 
negatively affecting the environment and human health. Material 
recycling also helps to conserve natural resources.
For more product recycling information, please contact your local 
garbage disposal service station.

damage caused by incorrect operation, negligence or accident. Any 
damages attempt to open or disassemble the product (or its accessories) 
will not be covered by the warranty.
The warranty claim needs to provide reasonable evidence that the 
product is still within the warranty period. In order to make your product 
warranty effective, please keep the original purchase ticket properly 
during the warranty period.
If you need to apply for warranty, please sent email to 
service@melodysusie.com. Subsequently, please send MS facial 
cleansing massager and your purchase voucher to the return address 
provided by customer service. Shipping costs need to be paid by yourself. 
This is a supplement to the legal rights of consumers and does not affect 
any rights and interests of consumers. 

Disposal methods
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Model：

Color：

Size：

Weight：

Battery：

Charge time：

MS-201

Pink/ White /Mint green

9.6x9.3x4.3CM

Standard weight 142g, including charging cable 156g

li-polymer battery 700mAH 3.7V

3H

Silica gel + ABS +Plastic

90 days

 Product specifications

How many 
times I could 
be used after 
a full charge：

Frequency：

Noise level：

Material：

Standby time：

Up to 300 times

100 Hz

Less than 50 dB

Charging 
Voltage： 5V (300mA)
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Disclaimer: The users of the products bear their own risks. Melodysusie 
and the retailer shall not be liable or responsible for any physical or 
non-physical injury or damage caused directly or indirectly by using the 
product. In addition, Melodysusie reserves the right to modify this 
description and change the content at any time and has no obligation to 
notify any individual of these modifications or changes.

©2020 Melodysusie all rights reserved
www.metodysusie.com
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